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ABSTRACT 
We provide explicit formulas for the minors of I -A and for pcr( I -A) where A is 
a row stochastic matrix. 
In [ 11, Hartfiel proved that the minors of Z-A, if the row sums of A are 
less than or equal to 1, and A is nonnegative, can be written as a sum of 
products of entries of A. Here we give an explicit expression in the case that 
A is row stochastic. We also give an explicit expression for per(Z-A) (see [2], 
[3]) and find its maximum value, for row stochastic A 
a finite set S. Then PROPOSITION 1. Let f be a transformation on 
restricted to fl rElf”(S), f is a permutation. 
Proof. Since f”(S)>f”‘(S), there exists some iG(SI such that f’(S)= 
f’“(S). It follows immediately that f from f’(S) to f’(S) is onto, and is 
therefore one-to-one also, since S is finite. From this it also follows that 
f’(s)= n;Elf”(s). 
DEFINITION. For a transformation f on a finite set S, a cycle of f 
restricted to fl ,“= iF(S) is called a cycle of f. 
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THEOREM 2. Let A be an nXn row stochastic mutrix. Then the (n, n)th 
minor of 1-A is 
where N is the set of all functions f from { 1,2,. . . , n} to itself such that some 
power off is the constant function n. (And the (n, k)th minor for any k is the 
same expression up to sign.) 
Proof, We write the (i,i)th entry of Z-A as Xipiaii, and the (i, j)th 
entry of 1-A as -aii. 
Then we simply expand the (n, n)th minor. All terms will have the form 
i- n ;::a ifctj where f is a function such that f( x)#x for xfn (since the terms 
a,, do not appear in Z-A written this way). Since f(n) is arbitrary, we may 
as well assume f(n)=n. 
Now we count the number of occurrences of a product IIrZ:aifci,. Write 
I- A = B. For a given f, each term II ygi bigCij will produce at most one term 
‘II:=rajf(ij. In fact, whenever i#g(i), we have f(i)=g(i). Whenever i=g(i), 
we must choose the term aifci, from the sum Bjtiaii. Here g of course ranges 
over all permutations on {1,2,...,n-1). 
Let S= {i: g( i)# i}. Then restricted to S, f must be a permutation. 
Suppose this permutation has k cycles. Then the sign attached to nai, il will 
be (- l)k, considering both the parity of each cycle and the minus signs of 
each aifcij. 
There will be one such II:cfbigCi, for each subset of the set of cycles of f 
on {1,2,..., n- l}, since g must be equal to the product of such a set of 
cycles. Therefore the coefficient of f, assuming f has r cycles, will be 
k&-‘)X( ;)=p+(_-I)]‘. 
Thus f will appear with coefficient 1 if it has no cycles on { 1,2,. . . , n - l}, 
and it will not appear otherwise, in the expression for the (n, n)th minor. But 
f has no cycles on {1,2,..., n- l} if and only if some power of f is the 
constant function n. This proves the first statement. 
Since the sum of the columns of I- A is zero, each column equals - 1 
times the sum of the others. By the fact that determinants are unchanged by 
adding to a row a combination of other rows, this implies the last statement. 
n 
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THEOREM 3. Let A be an nXn row stochastic matrix. Then 
where Z is the collection of all functions f from { 1,2,. . . , n} to itself such that 
all the cycles off are even length and k(f) is the number of cycles off. 
Proof. We write A in exactly the same manner as before, and also 
expand in the same way. Let B=Z- A. Then a product II:= 1 a ifCij where 
f(x) # x for all r will occur at most once in each term II y= IbigC ij where g is a 
permutation. Again, g must represent a subset of the set of cycles of length 
> 1 off. Suppose g does represent a subset of the set of cycles of length > 1 
of f. Then a term 
does occur, where m is the total length of all cycles of f occurring in g. 
Suppose f has some particular cycle of odd length. Then all these terms will 
cancel in pairs, where in one member of the pair we include this cycle of odd 
length and in the other member of the pair we exclude it. So such terms do 
not appear after cancellation. If all cycles of f have even length, then there 
will be 2k appearances of n:=,aifCij, all with positive signs. Note that since 
f(x) # x, no cycles of length 1 can occur in f. This completes the proof. n 
THEOREM 4. On the set of n X n row stochastic matrices A, the maximum 
value of the (n, n)th minor of Z-A is 1, realized for the matrix of an n-cycle, 
and the maximum value of per(Z-A) is 2[“/‘], realized when A is the matrix 
of a transformation having [n/2] cycles of length 2. 
Proof. These bounds follow from 
where the summation is taken over all f, and k= n - 1, n in the respective 
cases. For instance, in the second bound let uk be the sum of nyz laifCij over 
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all furlctions f having exactly k even cycles. Then ZU,G 1, so 
This completes the proof. n 
For n even, the maximum value of per( Z-A) is realized by a doubly 
stochastic matrix, namely the matrix of the permutation (12)(34) . . . (n - 1 n). 
The direct sum of the matrix 
and the matrix of the permutation (12)(34) . . .( n- 1 n) has permanent 
3(2’“-5’/2 
> 
for n> 1 odd. 
We conjecture that this value is a maximum for doubly stochastic A. In 
the 3 X 3 case we have: 
PROPOSITION 5. On the set of 3 X3 doubly stochastic matrices A, the 
maximum value of per( Z - A) is 2. 
Proof. Let A be a 3 X 3 doubly stochastic matrix realizing the maximum 
value of per(Z-A). Suppose two main diagonal entries of A are nonzero. By 
symmetry, let these be the last two. Suppose we add to A a matrix of the form 
where c>O. This will not decrease any off-main-diagonal entry. Since the 
formula in Theorem 2 is a sum of products of off-maindiagonal entries, this 
formula will not be decreased. So per( Z-A) will not be decreased. So we may 
find a 3 X 3 doubly stochastic matrix B such that per( I- B) is at least as large 
as per(Z-A), and B has an additional main-diagonal zero. This argument 
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shows that we may suppose A has at least two zeros on its main diagonal. 
Otherwise we could increase the number of zeros on the main diagonal. 
Suppose then that ass = uss=O. Theorem 3 gives that per( I- A) is 
2a,,a,,(a,,+u,,)+2u,,u,,(u,,+u,)+2u,,u,,(u,,+a,,). Here the three 
terms correspond to the three possibilities (23), (13) (12) for a 2cycle of f, 
and the factor in parentheses gives the possible ways to extend f to the 
remaining element of { 1,2,3}. Because A is doubly stochastic and u s2 = a 33 = 
0, we have u,,=l-u~,,=u,,+u,, and a,=l-u,,=u,,+a,,. Moreover 
U i3=1-u3s=a2i and usi=l-~~=ui~. If we make these substitutions in 
the formula for per (I-A), we have 2(u,,+u,,)(u,,+u,,)(u,,+u,,)+ 
2~,,~,,(~,,+~,,+~,,)+2~,,~,,(~,,+~,,+~,,). 
We next show that we can assume A is symmetric, specifically, that if we 
replace A by i( A + Ar ) the value of the permanent will not be reduced. The 
only change that will occur in the last expression will be that factors uisusi 
are replaced by 
( 
U,,-tU,, 2 
1 2 * 
This will not decrease them. So assume A is symmetric. Let x=uis =usi. 
Then x=uis =usi, so a,, = l-2x. The expression just given becomes 2( l- 
x)(1-x)(2r)+2x2(1)+2x2(1) which is maximized in [0, 41 at x= 4. This 
completes the proof. n 
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